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This was such a fun book to read The story is about new beginnings, family and finding love
It s told with elegance, humor and a deep insight into human nature all of it the bad and the

good both get exposed for what they are I love it when a story is honest like this, giving a
full picture of the characters, and leaving nothing out Somehow, it makes everything that
happens real.I loved Kevin from the very start He s just had a horrible break up with his
boyfriend, and what does he do Start a new life in a new city, to try to put it all behind him
He sees signs everywhere, but doesn t let them stop him He s such a giving person and will
do anything to protect his brother, Jack, and his husband, Tito Not to mention Tito s
adorable sons who are being kept away from him by a vengeful mother who doesn t like the
fact that Tito stopped earning lots of money as a boxer.Cruz is the enigmatic cop Kevin falls
for The man isn t out, and initially shies away from a deeper connection because he s been
burned as well It took me a little longer to figure out Cruz, but I agree with Kevin he s a guy
worth the effort of getting to know him.This is a great read with wonderful observations
about human nature, and one that doesn t shy away from the serious issues All of it
wrapped up in the humor of Kevin s unique outlook on life, ensuring that there is never a
dull moment.Note This book was provided by TEB for the purpose of a review. [[ READ
EBOOK ]] ? The Bouncer ? Kevin Branigan Thought He Was Moving To Austin, Texas For
A Job Instead, He Got A LifeKevin Branigan Begins A New Life In Austin, Texas, Working
As A Bouncer At His Brother S Bar He Intervenes When A Drunken Patron Beats Up His
Girlfriend And Kevin Winds Up Being Arrested Sentenced To Community Service In A Gay
Church, Kevin Begins To Think That The Signs Are All BadHowever, Late One Night At The
Bar, He S Seduced Into A Hot Threesome With Two Of His Co Workers He Finds Himself
Drawn To This Dangerous Mix, As Well As To Hunky Undercover Cop Cruz
DixonUnfortunately Cruz Appears To Have A Boyfriend Or Does He Can He Win Over
Cruz, Who S Captured His Heart And His Mind Reader Advisory This Book Contains
Scenes Of Menage A Trois And Menage A Quatre Sex I loved this story Kevin Branigan is
new in town, recently heart broken and freezing his balls off standing outside his brother s
bar where he s the new bouncer, when he sees Cruz Dixon, a local cop, going into the club
across the street The two men merely gaze at one another, but it s enough to get Kevin hot
and put Cruz at forefront of his mind for days Things progress rather slowly, as far as
relationships go, and it takes until 50 or 60 percent of the way through the book before they
really seem to come together There s a lot of lead up and they ve both been hurt before, but
Cruz is definitely the gun shy of the two Once together though, things get hot and heavy,
fast.I loved the side characters in this story as well, there s Tito Kevin s brother in law , Jack
his brother , and Tito s kids Chero and Juanito By the end of the story they all seem like one
big happy family and it s fantastic There are a few scenes that include menage sex that I
could have probably done without, but do nothing to take away from the story as a whole I
think I m just not a sexcapades kinda gal Who knew Overall, this was a really fun, excellent
read Well done, A.J Llewellyn

3.5

stars After a messy break up, Kevin moves to Austin to help his brother and his husband
run the bar they own His brother s husband, Tito, is a former boxer and his ex is trying to
keep him away from his two young kids by saying he s violent When he punches a
customer who attacked his wife and then Tito, Kevin takes the fall so that Tito s ex wife can
t use it ammunition against him He saw a hot guy who he finds out is a cop The cop is
equally attracted but has his own baggage and doesn t want to get involved with a criminal
There was a lot in this story, Tito and Jack s drama with the ex and trying to get to see the
kids , plus Kevin and Cruz and then there are the two bartenders that Kevin kind of hooked
up with for a bit However I did enjoy it and would have liked to know about Tito and Jack s
story as there are little bits about how they met and why Tito had to give up boxing, but it
would be an interesting story as well The kid element was cute and I am a sucker for guys
with kids too I won this from the author so thanks so much AJ I enjoyed it muchly. This was
such a fun book to read as much the second time around as when I read the first edition
The story is about new beginnings, family, and finding love It s told with elegance, humor,
and a deep insight into human nature all of it the bad and the good both get exposed for
what they are I love it when a story is honest like this, giving a full picture of the characters
and leaving nothing out Somehow it makes everything that happens real.I loved Kevin from
the very start He s just had a horrible breakup with his boyfriend, and what does he do Start
a new life in a new city, to try to put it all behind him He sees signs everywhere, but doesn t
let them stop him He s such a giving person and will do anything to protect his brother,
Jack, and his husband, Tito Not to mention Tito s adorable sons who are being kept away
from him by a vengeful mother who doesn t like the fact that Tito stopped earning lots of
money as a boxer.Cruz is the enigmatic cop Kevin falls for The man isn t out, and initially
shies away from a deeper connection because he s been burned as well It took me a little
longer to figure out Cruz, but I agree with Kevin he s a guy worth the effort of getting to
know him.This is a great read with wonderful observations about human nature, and one
that doesn t shy away from the serious issues All of it wrapped up in the humor of Kevin s
unique outlook on life, ensuring that there is never a dull moment.NOTE This book was
provided by Pride Publishing for the purpose of a review on Rainbow Book Reviews. I
received a free copy of this book to read and review for Wicked Reads There are some
really moving, really hot and really fun scenes in this book It is strangely disjointed, but
actually that worked as that seemed to be Kevin s life disjointed He has managed to have a
disastrous relationship and then have to start again at his brother s bar He takes the fall for
a violent act he didn t do, and then has community service looking after toddlers But it is a
really easy read with some lovely touches and a promise of a much brighter future for him
and those around him So, for a quick read with some interesting ideas and some distinctly
hot and dirty scenes, this will do just fine The Bouncer is a bit all over the place, but in a
good way from sex to food to kids Loved the kids parts, especially episode with kites.Sex is
always hot in AJ s book and food is always yummy LOL I received a free copy of this book

to read and review for Wicked Reads 3.5 STARS Kevin is moving to Austin to help out his
brother and his husband Kevin s life fell apart after his partner left him He s down on his
luck looking for a sign that everything will be okay He s hoping that he ll find that sign in
Austin Jack Kevin s brother and Tito own a bar restaurant and want Kevin s help working as
a bouncer They are in a huge custody battle of Tito s children and need a little flexibility in
the schedules He is hoping to find a love like his brother s, something he knows he never
had with his ex partner Can he find the man of his dreams in the great state of Texas or will
he end up the middle of a man sandwich The Bouncer was an enjoyable read I loved Tito
and Jack I was intrigued by Tito s situation and his kids Kevin wasn t that stand out
character for me Yes he is the MC but I found myself interested in the supporting characters
I have read this author before and would definitely recommend. I enjoyed this story very
much Kevin is such a good guy and sweetheart that I fell for him just a little bit It seems like
the poor guy just can t catch a break First his ex screws him over, then he gets community
service taking the fall for something he didn t do to help out someone else I will say this for
Keven though, they boy gets some HOT action for himself Cruz is hard to read at first He
seems really closed off, but once he get going with Kevin it turns out great I really enjoyed
the interactions between Keven and Cruz, although they do seem to go from 0 to love at
mach speed On the whole though it was an entertaining story. This book was all over the
place, genre wise At times, it was not clear if this is a romance book, an erotica book, a
family drama or just a tourist guide to Austin, Texas The lack of focus on a definite genre
and plot arc gave the story a rushed, chaotic air It resembled a personal diary or unedited
account of a story than a fiction book The characters were generally nice, it just seemed
that the author hadn t really decided what he meant to do with them up to the middle of the
book and was playing with several options up to that point.
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